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WARRANTy INfORMATION 

2-yEAR 
LIMITED WARRANTY 

FOR THIS MULTI-TOOL KIT  

kINg CANADA TOOLS
OFFERS A 2-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY 

FOR NON-COMMERCIAL USE.

pROOf Of pURChASE
Please keep your dated proof of purchase for warranty and servicing purposes.

pARTS DIAgRAM & pARTS LISTS
Refer to the Parts section of the King Canada web site for the most updated parts
diagram and parts list.

LIMITED TOOL WARRANTy
King Canada makes every effort to ensure that this product meets high quality and
durability standards. King Canada warrants to the original retail consumer a 2-year
limited warranty as of the date the product was purchased at retail and that each
product is free from defects in materials. Warranty does not apply to defects due
directly or indirectly to misuse, abuse, normal wear and tear, negligence or
accidents, repairs done by an unauthorized service center, alterations and lack of
maintenance. King Canada shall in no event be liable for death, injuries to persons
or property or for incidental, special or consequential damages arising from the use
of our products. 

To take advantage of this limited warranty, return the product at your expense
together with your dated proof of purchase to an authorized King Canada service
center. Contact your retailer or visit our web site at www.kingcanada.com for an
updated listing of our authorized service centers. In cooperation with our authorized
service centre, King Canada will either repair or replace the product if any part or
parts covered under this warranty which examination proves to be defective in
workmanship or material during the warranty period.

NOTE TO USER
This instruction manual is meant to serve as a guide only. Specifications and
references are subject to change without prior notice.

kINg CANADA INC. DORvAL, QUÉbEC, CANADA h9p 2y4

www.kingcanada.com



1. kNOW yOUR TOOL
Read and understand the instruction manual and labels affixed to the tool. Learn its
application and limitations as well as its specific potential hazards. 

2. Don’t use power tools in damp or wet locations or expose them to rain. Keep work area
well lit and provide adequate surrounding work space.

3. USE RIghT TOOL.
Don’t force the tool or the attachment to do a job for which it was not designed.

4. WEAR pROpER AppAREL.
Do not wear loose clothing, gloves, neckties or jewelry (rings, watch) because they could
get caught in moving parts. Non-slip footwear is recommended. Wear protective hair
covering to contain long hair. Roll up long sleeves above the elbows.

5. MAINTAIN TOOL WITh CARE.
Keep tool clean for best and safest performance. Follow instructions for operation and
changing accessories.

6. DISCONNECT TOOLS.
Before servicing, when changing accessories or attachments.

7. AvOID ACCIDENTAL STARTINg.
Make sure the switch is in the ‘’OFF’’ position before plugging in.

8. USE RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES.
Consult the manual for recommended accessories. Follow the instructions that
accompany the accessories. The use of improper accessories may cause hazards.

9. ChECk fOR DAMAgED pARTS.
Before further use of the tool, a guard or other parts that are damaged should be
carefully checked to ensure they will operate properly and perform their intended
function. Check for alignment of moving parts, breakage of parts, mounting, and any
other conditions that may affect its operation. A guard or other parts which are damaged
should be properly repaired or replaced.

Specific Safety Instructions

1. Only use King attachments and accessories, serious injury can result if this warning is
not respected.

2. before installing or changing an accessory, remove the power cord form the power
source. This will prevent accidental starts and possible injuries.

3. hold power tool by insulated grip surface, an accessory could contact hidden wiring
or its power cord, contact with a “live” wire will make exposed metal surfaces “live” and
will shock the operator.

4. Avoid body contact with earthed or grounded surfaces such as pipes, radiators,
stoves and refrigerators. Risk of electric shock if your body is grounded.

5. Use clamps or any other practical way to secure and support the workpiece to a stable
platform. Holding the work by hand or against your body is unstable and may lead to
loss of control.

6. Wear protective gloves and safety glasses, an accessory can become extremely hot
during operation, danger of burns!

7. Do not use the tool if switch does not turn it on or off. Any tool that cannot be controlled
with the switch is dangerous and must be repaired.

gENERAL & SpECIfIC 
SAfETy INSTRUCTIONS 



ELECTRICAL INfORMATION

WARNINg: The warnings, cautions, and instructions discussed in this instruction manual
cannot cover all possible conditions and situations that may occur. It must be understood
by the operator that common sense and caution are factors which cannot be built into this
product, but must be supplied by the operator.
Note: Performance of this tool may vary depending on variations in local line voltage.
Extension cord usage may also affect tool performance.

vOLTAgE WARNINg

Before connecting the tool to a power source (receptacle, outlet, ect.) be sure the voltage
supplied is the same as that specified on the nameplate of the tool. If one says 120V and
the other says 115V then there will be no complications. Never try to plug a 120V tool into
a 240V outlet, or the other way around. A voltage greater than that specified on the tool
can result in SERIOUS INJURy to the user, as well as damage to the tool. If in doubt, DO
NOT pLUg IN ThE TOOL.

DOUbLE INSULATION

Double insulated tools are equipped with a polarized two-prong plug (one blade is wider
than the other). This plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit
fully into the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician to
install a polarized outlet. Do not alter or change the plug in any way. Double insulation
eliminates the need for three wire grounded power supply and grounded power cords.

ExTENSION CORDS

Improper use of extension cords may cause inefficient operation of your tool which can
result in overheating. Be sure your extension cord is rated to allow sufficient current flow
to the motor. If you are using the tool outdoors, use an extension cord rated for outdoor
use (signified by “WA” on the jacket).

The extension cord must have a minimum wire size depending on the amperage of the
tool and the length of the extension cord. This size is determined by its AWG (American
Wire Gauge) rating. The smaller the gauge, the greater the cable’s capacity. The amount
of cords used does not matter: Total length determines the minimum AWG rating. Every
cord must meet the AWG rating. Use the chart below to determine what AWG rating is
required for your situation. Cord length is rated in feet.

LENGTH OF
CONDUCTOR

0-25 FEET
26-50 FEET
51-100 FEET

WIRE SIZE REQUIRED
(AMERICAN WIRE GAUGE)

120V LINES
NO.16
NO.16
NO.14



gETTINg TO kNOW yOUR TOOL

1. Carrying case
2. Quick release lever
3. On/Off switch 
4. Variable speed selector dial
5. Oscillating spindle with accessory clamp
6. 35mm Tru-cut narrow offset saw blade
7. HSS segment saw blade (high speed steel)
8. 52mm rigid offset scraper blade
9. 24 pcs. Sanding paper (60, 80 & 120 grit) with hook & loop backing
10. Sanding back-up pad with hook & loop backing
11. Oscillating multi-tool

SpECIfICATIONS
Model ....................................................................................................................8349QR
Amperage ....................................................................................................................2.6A
Voltage........................................................................................................................120V
Cycle/Phase ................................................................................................60Hz, 1 phase
Oscillations per minute ..............................................................................15,000 - 22,000
Insulation class ........................................................................................................Double



ASSEMbLy

INSTALLINg ACCESSORIES TO MULTI-TOOL

WARNINg: Do not plug in power cord until the accessory is installed securely to the tool.

This kit comes with 4 different accessory attachments, a HSS Segment Saw Blade (A)
Fig.1, 52mm Rigid Offset Scraper Blade (B), Sanding Pad (C) with hook & loop backing
(and 24 sanding papers, 8 x 60, 120 and 240 grit) and a Standard 35mm Narrow Tru-cut
Offset Saw Blade (D). One accessory at a time can be installed to the multi-tool. 

Installing Accessory

To secure an accessory to the multi-tool, lift the quick change lever (E) Fig.1 and pivot the
lever completely 180 degrees as shown below. Position the accessory between the two
clamps (F) and align the clamp pins with the mounting holes in the accessory. 

WARNINg: Do not pivot the quick change lever (E) back to the locked position unless the
accessory is properly seated, if you secure the accessory to the shaft without the
accessory properly seated, the accessory may suddenly move during an operation,
resulting in possible injury.

Pivot the quick change lever (E) Fig.1 back to the locked position to secure accessory.

figure 1



OpERATION

USINg yOUR MULTI-TOOL
WARNINg: Do not plug in power cord until the
accessory is installed securely to the tool. Wear
protective gloves and safety glasses, an
accessory can become extremely hot during
operation, danger of burns!

On/Off Switch
To turn the multi-tool on, push the switch (A)
Fig.2 towards the front. To turn tool off, push the
switch towards the back. Do not use the tool if
switch does not turn it on or off. Any tool that
cannot be controlled with the switch is dangerous
and must be repaired.

variable Speed Selector Dial
This tool comes with a variable speed selector
dial, to increase speed, turn selector dial (A)
Fig.3 towards the right, to decrease speed, turn
selector dial towards the left.

Securing Workpiece
Use clamps or any other practical way to secure
and support the workpiece to a stable  platform.
Holding the work by hand or against your body is
unstable and may lead to loss of control and
injury.

SAWINg
35mm Narrow Tru-cut Saw blade- Saws wood,
plaster board and soft plastics up to 50mm thick.
Plunges easily into any point in the material.

hSS Segment Saw blade- Ideal to cut wood,
plastics, fiberglass, putty, even sheet metal and non-ferrous metals (up to 1mm).
Tip: The segment saw blade can be secured in an offset position to provide uniform wear.

SANDINg
Sanding back-up pad- Multi-tool sands effortlessly and precisely in corners and edges.
Tips: Only dry sand wood or metal. When only one tip of the sanding paper is worn, the
sanding paper can be pulled off, turned and reinstalled to use an unused corner.

SCRApINg
52mm Rigid Scraper blade- Removes lacquer, carpeting, tile adhesives and underseal
coatings.

OpTIONAL ACCESSORIES AvAILAbLE
Other accessories are available for this multi-tool, contact your nearest King Canada
distributor for more information and availability. These accessories will fit King Canada,
FEIN® and other brands having a 10mm mounting hole.

figure 2

figure 3



MAINTENANCE

MAINTENANCE

IMpORTANT: To assure product SAFETY and RELIABILITY, repairs, maintenance and
adjustments should be performed by an authorized service center or other qualified
service technician, always using identical replacement parts.

1. Air vents of the tool should be cleaned regularly to avoid overheating of the motor which
is caused by the blocking of the air vents.

2. DON’T clean this tool with water, as no liquid is allowed in the tool body. Clean the tool
with a dry clean cloth only. Compressed air at low pressure is also suitable.

3. DON’T allow petroleum based products to come into contact with the plastic parts of the
tool, as they contain chemicals that can damage or destroy the plastic parts.

CARbON bRUShES

Remove and check the carbon brushes
regularly (normally after 50 hours of use). The
carbon brushes are installed inside the motor
housing. Using a screwdriver, remove the two
pan head screws (B) Fig.3 which hold the
motor housing in place.  

Slide the motor housing backwards until the
carbon brushes are exposed. Remove the
carbon brush clip (A) Fig.4 which secures the
carbon brush (B). Pull out carbon brush and
inspect it. Repeat this step for the second
carbon brush on the opposite side. Carbon
brushes need to be replaced once they wear down. Keep the carbon brushes clean and
free to slip in the holders. 

If they have worn down, you will need to replace them with a set of identical replacement
carbon brushes (both carbon brushes should be replaced at the same time). Install new
carbon brushes and reinstall the carbon brush clip. Then reinstall the motor housing using
the two pan head screws removed previously.

If you are unsure about these instructions, we recommend that you get a qualified service
technician to replace the carbon brushes. Contact a King Canada service centre.

figure 4


